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This Week...
Pacific appoints Lynn
King as the new Athletic
Director
p2

ASUOP bounces back for spring

Pacific announced on
londay the appointment of
/nn King as its new director
of athletics. King, 53, was se
lected from an applicant pool
of more than 50 and hopes to
assume his new duties on
March 13.

Reel Big Fish began
with Aaron Barnett,
Andrew Gonzales
and Matt Wong who
started in high
school "with little
more than a desire to
play classic metal
covers and pick up
chicks."

Snow Day" warms your
,
p.ll
Unfortunately not many of
us, local Californians, have
ever experienced a snow day.
Now is your chance to expe
rience the snowball fights, ice
skating and magical events of
a "Snow Day," with help from
the Brandston family.
heart

—

Ailing Tigers look for cure on
p.16
At 3-4 in Big West play, the
last thing the Tigers wanted to
see was the Nation's No. 12
team, UC Santa Barara, winners
of over 40 consecutive confer
ence games, coming into town.
Or maybe they did.

Third Eye Blind
began as a support
act, but the only two
bands they have ever
supported are U2 and
The Rolling Stones.
The members all
started playing at
young ages—five or
younger.

COurt

Reel Big Fish lit up the stage-at Faye Spanos Concert Hall Saturday night before a packed house.
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Weekend

WEATHER
Friday

Partly Cloudy with a high
and a low of 39

of

61

Saturday
Partly Cloudy with a high of
63 and a low of 43

Sunday
Scattered Showers with a
hl9h

money" to ASUOP's Pro April 8.
gramming Committee and
"We're working on getting
much better planning. For ex a headliner [singer or band]
Hurricane Carter, Reel Big ample, the Programming for ISF," Symonds said. The
Fish, Third Eye Blind—with Committee began planning committee was
trying to book
so many big names coming to for Hurricane Carter to come
soul and rhythm and blues
Stockton and the UOP cam to Pacific in June of
artist Tracy Chap
pus this semester, people are 1999.
For
concert
man, but Lehr said
asking, "Why haven't we seen
Kelly Symonds is
she is in the middle
review;
any of this before?" The an on the Program
of a short tour and
swer can be summed up in ming Board and is
see page 9 won't be available
one word: Planning.
in charge of the Fes
to perform at Pacif
Greg Lehr, the faculty ad tival Committee. They have ic.
viser for ASUOP, explained been working on planning for
"We try to plan a semester
that all the events on campus the International Spring Festi
ahead
to get the best shows
stem from an "unraveling of val, which will be held on
possible," Lehr explained, but
News Editor

of 65 and a low of 44

it did not happen that way in
this case. He added, "In the
fall, we shouldn't still be try
ing to book people for [fall ac
tivities]."
In the meantime, the com
mittee is working on a headliner for Fall Festival and
Symonds is trying to book a
local flamenco group for the
International Spring Festival.
The Reel Big Fish concert
was the latest storm to hit the
UOP campus. Saturday, Feb.
12, Faye Spanos Concert Hall
See Concert, page 8
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
FEB.
2000

3-9,

1

Theft
Where
AKL

When
Feb. 5

Burglary
Where
Alpha Phi

When
Feb. 5

Loss
Pictures

Miscellaneous
Where
StaggWay

When
Feb. 4

Southwest Hall

Feb. 4

Grace Covell Hall

Feb. 5

Eiselen House

Feb. 6

Ladies Room

Feb. 9

What
Accident—vehicle
vs. bicycle
Student
warned for
possession of
marijauna
Eight in residence
hall
Two intoxicated
students; one taken
to hospital
Male interviewed for
being in ladies room

Loss
Keys

Did you know?
During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 122
hours of foot patrol, found 54 open windows/doors, provided 11 es
corts, assisted 11 stranded motorists and interviewed 5 suspicious
persons.
If you have any inquiries about any of the information provided in this
report, you are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director
of Public Safety at 946-2537 or extension 62537from campus phones. You
may also call anonymously to report any suspicious circumstances or
persons.

UCLA, USC councils take stand
against Proposition 22
GEORGE FUJII

U. California-Los Angeles

[U-WIRE] — Despite the
continuing rivalry between
UCLA and USC, their student
governments took a joint
stand against a March 7 ini
tiative.
At its Tuesday meeting, the
Undergraduate Students As
sociation Council passed a
joint resolution with USC's
Student Senate opposing
Proposition 22. While both
groups had been working
separately on their resolu
tions, they decided to join
their efforts for greater effect.
Proposition 22, one of 18
initiatives on the March 7 pri
mary ballot, would preclude
California from recognizing
same-sex marriages per
formed in other states. Cur
rently, California law does
not allow same-sex marriages
to be performed in the state.
Four USAC members
sponsored the resolution
which states Proposition 22
"will increase the climate of
hate, intolerance, and socially
sanctioned exclusion and re

pression of queer Californians, including students."
Opponents have dubbed
Proposition 22 the Knight Ini
tiative after state senator Pete
Knight (R-Palmdale), a spon
sor of the proposition.
USAC passed the resolu
tion 10-0-1, with Facilities
Commissioner Steve Davey
abstaining. In an unusual
move, USAC held a role-call
vote on the resolution after
six council members voted to
hold a roll-call vote.
USAC also amended the
original resolution to include
a reference to Californian's
civil rights.
"We should make it explic
it that this is a civil rights is
sue," said USAC General

Pacific announced on
Monday the appointment of
Lynn King as its new director
of athletics. King, 53, was se
lected from an applicant pool
of more than 50 and hopes to
assume his new duties on
March 13.
"I'm delighted to join Pa
cific and to build on the al
ready remarkable success of
its intercollegiate athletics
program," King said. "Over
all, in my opinion Pacific is a
leader in the West with a fine
coaching staff, great student
athletes and a campus envi
ronment where athletics can
be a part of every student's
life as well as an expression
of institutional excellence
through intercollegiate com
petition."
King is currently the direc
tor of intercollegiate athletics
at Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa. During his

time there King has played a
major role in raising $12.5
million for construction of
the 7,000-seat Knapp Multi
purpose Center and was in
strumental in other construc
tion projects as well.
Drake competes in 15
sports at the Division I level,
including Division I-A A nonscholarship football with an
annual athletic budget of $6
million.
"In addition to leading an
outstanding 15-sport Divi
sion I NCAA athletics pro
gram, he helped Drake im
prove its student recreation,
intramural and wellness pro
grams," said Pacific Presi
dent Donald DeRosa.
In a Feb. 15 article in The
Record, King talked about
football. Drake's football
program, once Division I-A,
has been operating at Divi
sion I-AA for about 10 years.
The school awards no schol
arships, and annual tuition,

room and board at Drake is
about $22,000 - similar to Pa
cific's costs.
"I've talked to administra
tors about football and
they've done what they
needed to do," King said.
"I've been involved with
football at the Division I, IAA and Division III levels.
Down the road, something
might be done, but I think it
would be wise to focus on
other programs and make
them better than they are,"
King told The Record.
Serving as director of in
tercollegiate athletics at
Drake since 1990, King has
also chaired the NCAA Divi
sion I men's and women's
track and field subcommittee
from 1995 to 1999.
Fie began his career as
head coach for men's track
and cross-country, first at
Rochester Community Col
lege and then at University
See Athletic Director, page 4
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USC's student senate a:| to
proved its resolution b\ i on
vote of 9-0-5. In a joint pifc
release, student governn
officials at both schools i
the resolution could ne
ly affect a large number <
dergraduates. Both cor
deliberated their resolv
separately from each ot
"These issues are ar
of injustice," said USACj
ident Mike de la Rocha, ec
ing comments from
student government.
Student government <
cials said their resoluti
only added to a groi
number of groups opposed
Proposition 22.
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Did you knowyoi
could work full-tim<
AND get your degree?

Pacific appoints Lynn King as
the new Athletic Director
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Career Fair is a success for students and employers
CHRIS HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

There were no screams for
the Tigers to score as the doors
to the Spanos Center opened
on Tuesday, Feb. 8. Instead,

visitors were greeted by a
plethora of employers looking
for perspective employees
among the UOP students inter
ested in a career or internship
within their various fields.
Roughly 275 students were

Lena Urrutia and Angela Rosenquist talk to Christopher Johns.

present to take advantage of
this opportunity, conveniently
located on University of the Pa
cific's campus. This was an 82
percent increase in attendance
from the last Career and Intern
ship Fair. This large difference
is almost directly attributed to
the poor weather conditions
during the event last year.
Rows upon rows of employ
ers were scattered throughout
the Spanos Center. Each was
very friendly and anxious to
speak to every student who
passed by their booth. Each
booth boasted an amazing ar
ray of pamphlets and informa
tional brochures. The enthusi
asm of the representatives
portrayed the quality and char
acteristics of the companies
UOP is now attracting to its
campus.
They appeared to be very
impressed with the quality of
students UOP is producing.
Becky, a representative from
Barclay Global systems — a
business finance firm — looks
forward to her visits at UOP.
"We have numerous students
working for us right now and
are very happy with their
work. We look for students
who are flexible and searching
for a fun working environ
ment. We often come to UOP
for this type of student," she
said.

Many companies were offer she often takes the opportunity
ing opportunities to more than to promote UOP within her
just one type of major.
company. She recognizes that
Dan Newman from Wal- Pacific turns out impressive
green's is "looking for academ students and wants to offer
ically sound students who them the same opportunity
wish to share and contribute to that she has received.
the success of his company.
Professional dress attire was
[We are] offering many posi requested for this event and
tions ranging from students in students responded well. Vir
terested in retail to those who tually every student present
wish to work in our pharma was wearingslacks and a tie or
cies. Our com
the latest in pro
"Twenty to
pany is expand
fessional wear
ing at a great rate
for women. All
twenty-five
internationally
very in
employers filled seemed
and currently
terested in the
ranks number
out evaluations opportunities
two in satellite
and nearly 100 available to
usage within the
them and pre
percent of them sented
U.S. We have a
them
lot to offer to a
voiced their
selves accord
variety of stu
ingly.
satisfaction."
dents."
Dan Borlik, a
A common
senior looking
theme among
-Marty Ford for employment
the various rep
Director of the Career opportunities
resentatives pre
and Internship Center said, "I came
sent was their
out to see what
connection with UOP. A great is being offered. I'm a commu
number of those in attendance nication major, which is pretty
had either attended Pacific at generic and offers a wide range
one time or graduated with a of options. There is a lot of op
degree. This created an instant portunity here for me."
bond between the potential
Marty Ford, director of the
employers and students.
Career and Internship Center,
Danette Steele, from the was enthusiastic about the out
Lawrence Livermore Laborato come of the fair. " Twenty to
ries, graduated from Pacific 15 twenty-five employers filled
years ago. She explained that
See Career Fair, page 4

ASUOP election season starts
with more candidates than usual
ITSSICA

C.

CURLEY

Assistant News Editor

The annual ASUOP elec
tion process is under way.
Last Tuesday and Wednesday
there were two orientation
meetings for the candidates to
earn about the deadlines,
e ection codes and campaign
Rich Gohlke, Commissionof Student Involvement
and the ASUOP Student Elec'°ns Coordinator said, "I
was very pleased with the
^Pport and turnout at the
Tuesday orientation meeting
a"d we had an equally well
attended second orientation
°n Wednesday night."
Besides Gohlke the other
members of the Elections
J-omnuttee are Greg Erickson,
® Van8 and David Milam,
ohlke said that currently

there are 20 election packets
signed out and explained, "If
all those were returned and
all those candidates had all
the required signatures, and
met all the requirements, that
would result in possibly the
largest field of candidates
ever for an ASUOP election."
The number of candidates
running in past years has"
been low. There has not been
much enthusiasm overall for
the elections, but this year
looks like it could be differ
ent.
Gohlke said, "I have been
very pleased with all the sup
port everyone has given me in
this process and I think from
the two candidates meetings
we may not only have the
greatest number of candi
dates ever to select from, but,
more importantly, also the
best quality."

In past years the voter
turnout has steadily gone
down at Pacific and ASUOP is
looking to stop the decrease
this year.
Gohlke said that all peti
tions for candidates are due
on Feb. 18 and the list of can
didates will be posted soon
after that. Campaigning will
not start until Feb. 28.
The candidates' debate will
be held on March 23 at the
McCaffrey Center outdoor
stage and voting will take
place from March 28-30 at dif
ferent locations across cam
pus that are listed in the Cal
endar of the A&E section.
There will also be two con
stitutional
amendment
propositions on the ballot: A
— Addition of the position of
ASUOP Attorney General and
B — Revision of the ASUOP
Judicial Branch.

facTotV
Reservations for 6 or more
Banquet Facilities Available
OFF 1-5

2702 W. March Ln.
(209) 473-3695

Lunch
Dinner

Mon-Fri
Mon-Thurs
Friday
Weekend Saturday
Sunday
Hours

11:30-2:30
5:00-10:00
5:00-10:30
12:00-10:30
12:00-10:00

FREE MUD PIE!
with purchase of one adult entree
limit one per person
with this coupon
expires 2/29/00

CO-OPs are not just for Pacific's engineers anymore
CHELSEA SIME

Staff Writer

In the typical nature of most
college students, we have a
hard time making decisions: de
cisions about what to wear, who
to be friends with and what oc
cupation to do for the rest of our
lives. Perhaps by utilizing Pacif
ic's many internship opportuni
ties, we may be able to make at
least the last decision a little
more easily.
The problem that arises is
this: do all students really have
a fair shot at getting an intern
ship through the university?
True, it is a requirement for
some departments on campus,
but what can other students do
to get involved? The question
can be answered with some
honest dedication and hard
work.
UOP's vision statement, in
part, mentions hopes to recog
nize the importance of intern
ships within the educational
program: "Pacific will become a

Athletic Director

national leader in the creative
use of internships and leader
ship development programs."
This mission is quickly being at
tained.
A unique aspect of UOP in re
gards to its internship affairs is
the School of Engineering's Co
operative Education Program
(CO-OP). Before graduation,
engineering students have a
mandatory 12-month — two se
mesters and one summer —
CO-OP experience to complete.
According to David Rosselli,
Assistant Professor and Direc
tor of the Cooperative Educa
tion Program, those who benefit
most through internships, espe
cially CO-OP, are the ones actu
ally on the job.
"The students are much more
mature and professional and
ready to enter the work force af
ter their senior year. They have
worked on real-life engineering
projects so that they hit the
ground running when they en
ter their first job," said Rosselli.
In fact, engineering gradu-

of the Drake Relays in 1984.
King earned bachelor's and
Continued from page 2
master's degrees in physical
of Northern Iowa where he education. He is a member
was also an instructor of of the executive committee
health and physical educa and a director of the Greater
tion.
Des Moines Sports Authori
While at Northern Iowa he ty, a director of the Iowa
coached 11 conference team Games board, and the 1995
champions, 25 All-Ameri- National Junior Olympics
cans and two national cham Organizing Committee.
pions. He was named re
King and his wife, Jan,
gional or conference coach of have two grown children, Ja
the year 10 times and referee son, 28, and Kelly 26.

ates from Pacific get paid on av
erage an additional $3,000 to
$9,000 in entry-level positions,
mostly due to the work experi
ence shown on resumes.
Rosselli explained, "It's hard
to compare our program to oth
ers because it's built within the
fabric of what engineering real
ly is."
What may surprise many of
the students on campus is that
options similar to this are of
fered in nearly every depart
ment. From sports science to
communication to psychology,
internships are available to stu
dents of all ages and experience
levels. In fact, computer science
has just recently added a
mandatory one-semester in
ternship very similar to the CO
OP program.
Hard work is the key to re
ceiving some of the available
positions, according to Jody
Smith, the associate director of
the Career and Internship Cen
ter.
"The level of difficulty in get-

Career Fair

Continued from page 3
out evaluations and nearly 100
percent of them voiced their
satisfaction with our students.
They felt them to be solid and
were very pleased." In fact, one
employer stated on the evalua
tion, "I didn't come last year,
but definitely put me on the list
for next year."
Ford is continually trying to
attract new businesses and cor

ting an internship all depends
on how much time and effort
you put into it. It's like any oth
er job process, you must be as
prepared as possible," said
Smith.
Smith recommends going to
visit your faculty adviser early

porations to the UOP campus. unique opportunity through
"We're always working on their CO-OP program and edu
continuous improvement [for cation majors participate in
these fairs]. We are trying to special events with school dis
spread the word about these tricts. However, career op
events and make students tions for virtually all majors
were present.
aware of the opportunities."
The career and internship
It was Ford's intention to
have this year's fair focus on fairs are a valuable opportuni
the school's majority of COP ty for every student on cam
students. This decision was pus. Each student is encour
based on the fact that pharma aged to attend the next event
cy already has a placement and help to attract even more
program, engineers receive a employers to the UOP campus.

ASUOP calls for reorganization of funds
JULIANNA FOMENKO

Staff Writer

After continued delibera
tion ASUOP concluded that
some serious structural reor
ganization, as well as a real
location of funds regarding
school organizations in con
junction with College of the
Pacific Association (COPA)
was in dire need of address.
The two hour session held
on Monday, Feb. 14, called
for an examination into two
heated issues. ASUOP offi
cers, Julie Noriega, senator of
the School of International
Studies, and Ken Doolittle,
senator at large, emphasized
that the Academy of Students
of Pharmancy (ASP) was no
longer seen as an effective
student government due to

their obsolete, and somewhat of those members," said
dysfunctional, use of ASUOP Doolittle.
funds.
The members which con
"By nature, ASP is sup stitute SPHS to whom Norieposed to serve
ga and Doolittle
pharmacy stu
both refer are the
"Once
dents, but in ac
communicative
reorganization disorders, pretuality there are
more student
can take place, pharmacy and
organizations
professional
the faster and
the
within
pharmacy stu
School of Phar more efficiently dents.
macy
and
"Once reorga
ASUOP can
Health Sciences
nization can take
divide funds
of which proper
place, the faster
where
needed." and more effi
allotment
of
funds is lack
ciently ASUOP
ing. If other
-Ken Doolittle can divide funds
members with
Senator at Large where needed,"
in the SPHS are
said Doolittle.
to receive an
A possible re
equal amount of funding, construction of the financial
then ASP must allocate new, processing guidelines for stu
and separate representation dent-restricted membership

organizations was next on
the ASUOP agenda. The issue
of whether ASUOP should
fund a restricted organiza
tion's "open activity" events
would allow participation to
students other than the orga
nization's current members,
the question of possible ex
ception to the clause came
into debate.
After much deliberation, it
was decided that the current
policy of ASUOP restrictedmembership funding would
remain. It was concluded that
a stipulation in the current
policy still allowed restrict
ed membership organiza
tions the opportunity for
ASUOP funding, so long as
an official, documented form
is submitted to the ASUOP
requesting funds.
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Weekly news for the
UOP community since 1908
Contact Us
• The Pacifican is located on the third floor of
Hand Hall (above KUOP). Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.to 5 p.m.

"When you
cease to make
a contribution,
you begin to
die."
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Carol White
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Photo Editor
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ASUOP is working for the students
Over the past two or three
years, ASUOP has heard
their share .of complaining
about how they run things.
ASUOP has been largely
criticized by columns and
editorials at The Pacifican
and siudents in general, but
now they are doing some
thing right and they should
be applauded.
This past Saturday night,
the ska band Reel Big Fish
played in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. The opener
was UOP's own, Section H.
The concert went very well,
and seems to be an indicator
that AST TOP •
1' •
"W1
chTnC!l 2!! \Suma, .8 S°™e
changes for the better. On
March 5 the band Third Eye
Blind will be coming to The
Fox Theater. Third Eye Blind
nas been brought by a com
bined effort on the part of
Fox Theater and ASUOP.
ickets have been on sale at
ASUOP for $17 for students
for any seat"whirh 1=THT°
,Lm\he $
admission. Students were
also able to charge the tick
wrge tne tick-

»un

Production Staff
Production Manager

Justin Fitzhugh

Production Assistants

Hannah Loui
Sheila Furtado

ASUOP has gone from a government
that was having trouble just getting
people to run for office to a system
that is working for the students.
ets to their student account
at the ASUOP office.
Over the past few years,
students have lost confi
dence in ASUOP. Last years
Initiative A, which planned
to disband ASUOP and com
pletely rework the system
was turned down in a close
RACE MANY FELT ASUOP had
dodged a bullet.
But now all of that is
changing. ASUOP has gone
from a government that was
having trouble just getting
people to run for office to a
system that is working for
the students. Activities for
students are on the increase,
and.the same students

«general Tee"8 Ruli°„ -' "
H

are

r »
u Hurricane
]USt °Ver
Sn
"T
two weeks aeo. with a

packed Faye Spanos Hall
consisting of students and
members of the Stockton
community.
The fact that the Stockton
community is becoming
more involved at UOP, and
the students more involved
in Stockton, is worth explor
ing in itself. It is no secret
that for years, UOP students
have held a policy of isola
tionism within Stockton,
existing as our own private
community. We constructed
our own version of the
Berlin Wall here in Stockton,
only this one was not made
with stone, but with the
prejudices built into our

OV™

™S

perha>>S

more dangerous, for walls of
St°ne Ca° be t0rn down with
rwhinrr
n™ „ i

mer, but when we build
walls in our minds, it takes
time and courage just to face
these barriers, much less rip
them down.
ASUOP has advanced the
cause of turning students
and Stockton into one entity.
For juniors or seniors, ask
yourself what the highlights
were for the past several
years here on campus, and
now compare them with this
years events. Is there really
any comparison? No, there
is no comparison to be
made, which means that
ASUOP has done an excep
tional job, even through the
adversity.
Students, take a break
from the complaining to
notice that, as Bob Dylan
once sung, "times they are a
changing." ASUOP may not
be the perfect student gov
ernment yet, but they are off
to a good start. Don't forget
to go out and vote in the
ASUOP election this March.
Make sure students continue
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Starting to question what we so proudly hail
MiriJiri
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tive pride: "patriotism." In is further explained by G. Pas becomes uncritical of its past
Latin, the word implies hon cal Zachary, a staff reporter actions and thus, unsuspect
oring the founding fathers. for the Wall Street Journal. In
With President's Day and Vet, for America, most of these his May 7,1999 article, "Mak ing of its present motives.
Furthermore, at the point
George Washington's Birth men were wealthy misers ing History - War, Remem
day soon upon us, we in the who thought little of women brance: How America Man where reason and sound judg
United States feel the need to and even less of slaves. But ages to Let Go of Its Past," ment are discarded, the na
pump up the patriotic vol don't tell anyone; we have a Zachary states that, "Ameri tionalistic fervor goes beyond
the concept of loyalty - which,
ume. Thus, "America the national identity to protect!
cans have set aside disturbing by itself, suggests lawfulness.
Beautiful and other tunes of
Our beloved anthem also
According to George
national reverence will pre reveals this undue glorifica memories, or prettied them
dictably fill the aisles of every tion. Has anyone cared to no up for the purposes of nostal Fletcher, in his book "Loyalty:
gia."
An Essay on the Morality of
department store> and the tice that the Star Spangled
And, this "self-serving Relationships" this point is in
lungs of many a school kid.
Banner is about bombing peo
Indeed, this country is ple? Let's not kid ourselves: taint" can lead to much harm, evitably reached by patriots,
beautiful - from its cultural di "the rockets' red glare" does particularly if it forms the ba who - in their romantic pas
sis of national loyalty. To illus sion - place their country
versity to its guarantees of lib not refer to fireworks.
trate, George Randels, UOP above legal constraints.
erty. However, such beauty
Unfortunately, such details
can quickly become ugliness, are omitted from public con professor of War, Non-vio Hence, Fletcher proclaims,
unless we view and project sciousness. U.S. social studies lence, and Pacifism, mentions
Love of country, and of the
our nation in a more clear and classes have presented a ma that this loyalty may evolve American way, is not cerebral
into a destructive force, espe
humble light.
jestic winners' version of our cially if one fails to "look at ... not rule bound . . . [and]
The former action - vision- history, rather than an accu
not so readily subject to disci
ing - ought to start at the rate account of how this land the cause to which it is devot pline."
ed."
roots. For instance, we should
. Moreover, such lack of con
was shaped by injustice and
Randels cites Nazi Ger trol can have dire conse
examine the root of the term violence.
many as a prime example of
we use to describe our collec
The popular misconception what happens when a country quences, particularly on the
international scene. In his es
Staff Writer

say, "Patriotism or Peace,
Leo Tolstoy reveals a sensible
understanding of these conse
quences: "If an Americac
wishes the preferential
grandeur and well-being 01
America above all other na
tions, and the same is desirec
for his state by an English
man, and a Russian, and i
Turk, ... and a Bohemian ..
how can war be avoided?"
One way involves restrict
ing the application of U.S.
military might overseas,
which currently causes other
nations to resent our so-called
power and to develop more
advanced killing capabilities
of their own. Another, more
fundamental method entails
taking a holiday from our
submission to ignorance. Per
haps only then may we truly
say that America is the "land
of the free and the home of the
brave."

^ , S a n ' n s u ' t a n c ' a n injustice for everyone

be6 the
presidential candidates,
• e-presidential
candidates,
Pronnsit-irm 22
01 limits, not
Proposition
and also to put on the books a
protects, marriage. It limits
new group of laws. One such
On March law, Proposition 22, is being marriage to that of a male and
7, voters will pushed through as a protection female, so that California will
not recognize same sex mar
go to the polls
on marriages, when in fact it is
riages. California does not now
in order to de
nothing more than an attempt
termine who by religion to have California recognize same sex marriages,
they want to enforce their own views.
which means that this propo
sition isbasicallyuseless.lt is
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just to reinforce the fact that ho sition 22 is doing nothing rr
mosexuals are second class cit than feeding the ideal that
izens in this country, even okay to hate, discriminate, i
though we profess to be a land injure those who are gay. Th
of equal opportunity for all. about it, what if a proposit
Our national anthem states was proposed to limit n
"land of the free, and home of riages to be between memt
the brave. Maybe we should of the same race only? It wo
amend that last line to state be shot down for being rai
land of the free, unless vou are and discriminatory. So wh,
gay-"
the difference between that c
What right do we have to tell our current plight?
someone else how to live their
If there is any light being
life? The answer is none. Can fered at the end of this vi
we legitimately tell someone dark tunnel, it exists withi
else who they can marry? I'll story The Pacifican covered 1
answer this for you, no, we week. Rev. Donald Fado,
can t. Outside of the two get alumni of Pacific, is facing
ting married and their families, communication along with
regardless of sex, no one else other ministers for perform;
has any say whatsoever in the a holy union on a lesbian ci
matter. To think that you do is pie. I don t find much cause
not only arrogant, it's despica applaud organized religii
ble.
but this is one of the exci
This proposition must not tions. Fado and his associa
pass if we are to keep any sem are taking a step in the right
blance of being a fair and just rection, and drawing a line
nation, state or county. If it does the sand.
pass, then the entire system is
The bottom line is this;1
filled with hypocrites, right
are in a country that is si
down to the voters that pass it posed to have a separation
When Matthew Shepard was church and state, yet here
murdered,' our nation
uauon was are trying to put on the boe
hhed with disgust. Many cried a law that is nothing more tl
that you shouldn't be killed be- a religious view. No gove
r?»11CC» rrnnt.
• I . you
cause
your gay, evidently
ment, whether it be local, sfc
should just be discriminated
or federal, should enact a
against. People cried that we
such laws, for they don't hi
should enact more hate crime
one good reason for doing
legislation, but I don't think
except that they are trying
this is what they meant. Propo
garner religious support
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Who is it that will censor the censors editing?
DOUG ROBERTSON
Staff

Writer

Television censors confuse
me. I just don't understand
why they cut some of the
things that they do. They do
it for the safety of their view
ers, of course. The censors are
saving their viewers from po
tentially harmful language. I
remember what a wise man
once told me, "Sticks and
stones may break my bones
but words can never hurt me."
I hit him with the biggest
Tick I could find. He was
right.
Anyway, why do they cut
what they cut? I'll use two ex
amples: one from MTV and
one from a Mel Brooks movie.
On MTV, they occasionally get
around to playing music in
stead of regular shows. And
sometimes they even play
good music. I was watching
"Hard Rock A to Z" a few
>veeks ago and a video from
Buckcherry called "Lit up"
came on. I love Buckcherry so

I'm singing along in my
head... actually I was singing
aloud but really quietly. In
fact, I was yelling along with
the song and then Josh Todd,
the vocalist, missed a word.
His mouth moved but no
sound came out. He must
have cursed, I thought. Then I
remembered there isn't a foul
word in that part of the song.
It turns out he missed the
word "cocaine."
Why in the world would
they bleep cocaine? I thought.
I never considered it a bad
word. Then the video ended
and Carson came on and said
that some mothers were com
plaining that having the word
"cocaine" in the video might
encourage kids to do drugs. I
have never been big on deep
analysis of anything, but I still
went over the lyrics of the
song in my head. From what I
can understand, the entire
song is about drugs. The title
"Lit up," means high on an il
legal substance. Another
unedited lyric of the song

asks, "Are you getting high?"
I think that it's just a little bit
silly to cut out the name of the
drug and leave the rest in. Not
that I want them to butcher
the song until it sounds like an
Eminem video, I would rather
them leave it be.
Another thing to think
about is; do you have any idea
how strange this article would
sound if the word "cocaine"
were cut out of it? Why can an
artist kill a person in their
lyrics and still get it on MTV,
but they can't mention a
drug? Does hearing his or her
favorite rapper kill everyone
encourage a kid to go out and
do the same? Oh wait no, I for
got Marilyn Manson causes
school shootings, not Puff
Daddy or Jay Z. Of course,
Manson's newest album was
about drugs and not death.
Many other types of media
get the ax too. Things that
make you go 'hmmm." For in
stance, in the Mel Brooks
movie "Men in Tights" Robin
Hood's merry men sing a

The horrors Pokemon contains
PAUL KERSCHEN

The Stanford Daily
[U-WIRE] - Get thee behind
me, Pokemon. Burger King
and the U.S. government have
stepped up their recall effort
after a second child's death in
volving suffocation on a
Poke-ball." This little plastic
sphere, included with kids'
meals, splits apart to reveal
°ne of the 57 adorable little
monsters. Unfortunately, it
also tends to get stuck in the
mouths of small children.
The bright side according to
Burger King is that only the
balls, not the toys, are danger°us, so children under three
continue to gnaw away on
their Pokemon of choice with
impunity.
The Pokemon corporation
presumably expects that this
will cause strong emotional
•mprinting at an early age, so
that when the children enter
'he lucrative 7 to 12 demo
graphic a few years down the
mad they will purchase the lit1 e buggers in mass quantities
and keep them from going the
way of Voltron. As icing on the
<-ake, Burger King is giving
away a free small order of
rench fries to anyone who re
turns a Poke-ball to the restau

rant.
Less lethal but more subtly
disturbing is the case of the
foul-mouthed Pikachu sold at
K-Marts in Howell, Michigan.
A talking figurine of the yel
low, vaguely - mammalian
Pokemon character - guaran
teed to register as the cutest of
the 57 in any preteen survey reportedly spouts "an obscen
ity containing the f-word" if
its button is pressed repeatedfy
"You shouldn't have to
worry about what a toy is go
ing to say," says an irate moth
er, displaying the same naive
faith in corporate benevolence
which causes us to overlook
the hidden genitalia in Disney
animated features.
A spokeswoman for K-Mart
shifted the blame, announcing
that "we ask that all parents
use good judgment and play
with a toy before giving it to a
child." We can only hope that
the children are following this
debate, since it teaches an im
portant lesson about account
ability: Make sure it ain't
yours.
All things considered, a bit
of sexual slang isn't such a bad
addition to Pikachu's vocabu
lary, since technically Poke
mon can only say their own

names. In this they display an
egocentricism reminiscent of
many other American celebri
ties, though they do outclass
the competition in other re
spects.
For instance, they can
evolve into more mature and
developed life-forms - unlike,
say, Britney Spears, who is un
likely ever to leave the larval
girl-child stage.
Nevertheless, there is an
eerie correspondence between
the ability of Pokemon to cap
ture other Pokemon - once
caught, they become your
helpers - and schemes such as
the U.S. military's current
plan to recruit reluctant teens
via Hollywood. Secretary of
Defense William Cohen re
cently announced that he had
spoken with several house
hold names, including Tom
Cruise, Steven Spielberg and
Julia Roberts, about the possi
bility of doing public-service
spots "saying positive things
about the military."
Cruise's "Top Gun" connec
tion is fairly clear, but Roberts
is more of a stretch. Perhaps
they'll have her do a variation
of "Pretty Woman": "I was a
hooker, now I'm an aircraft
mechanic. Aim high with the
Air Force!"

song called "Men in tights." In
that song the line, "We may
look like pansies/sissies (de
pending on the verse)..." ap
pears. Both "pansies" and
"sissies" were bleeped. Whom
are those words going to of
fend? It's Mel Brooks for cry
ing out loud. If you're watch
ing one of his movies then you
should be prepared for gay
jokes and religious jokes and
sexual jokes and anything else
he thinks will be funny.
The last time I hurt any
one's feelings by calling them
a "pansy" was in the third
grade. Maybe.I'm just really
thick skinned. Perhaps I let
things roll my back better than
the general public, but I don't
think so. I just think that the
censors are excessively para
noid. I think that this country
is just too anal-retentive about
these sorts of things. We need
to relax and laugh. On the oth
er hand, we could just ignore
it. If the entire song is about
drugs and you cut out the
name of the drug, it won't

stop kids from doing it.
They'll just have to try a
bunch of drugs before they get
it right.
Censors have to realize that
sex and drugs and farting are
parts of real life. As far as curs
ing on TV goes I will para
phrase George Carlin from his
book "Brain Droppings."
"Lots of people say that they
would rather have their chil
dren see two people making
love than two people killing
each other. So let's take that to
the next level and replace the
word "kill" with the "f' word.
Of course then we would end
up with old cowboy movies
that have dialogue like, 'OK
sheriff, we're gonna (bleep)
you now. But we're gonna
(bleep) you slow'" I don't
mind cursing on television.
My attitude may change by
the time I have kids that can
hear the words and ask my
what they mean, but right
now, I say to the censors, "Re
lax, and lets see what the peo
ple have to say."

If you have an opinioni, e-mail
us at opinion@thepacifican.com
or drop a letter off at our office
in Hand Hall!
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Pacific names Jonathan Meer as new Vice President
JESSICA LINDEVALD

College, in Whittier, California,
as the school's director of devel
opment, and will be replacing
The University of the Pacific the former vice president, John
announced the appointment of Evey.
Jonathan Meer as the new vice
"Jonathan Meer is an out
president of development and standing development execu
alumni relations.
tive who will play a key leader
Meer has had previous expe ship role in helping move
rience working for Whittier Pacific to the next level of excel- Jonathan Meer
Staff Writer

be bigger concerts here on
Concert
campus in the future, such as
Continued from page 1
concerts that would warrant
was filled with students and using the Spanos Center, Lehr
Stockton community mem commented, "I'm not going to
bers rocking to the sounds of say 'No,' but I think we'd bet
Reel Big Fish and UOP's own ter walk before we run."
Section H, which opened for
The band Third Eye Blind
the ska band.
will be playing in Stockton at
Michelle Sproat, a UOP stu the Fox Theater on Sunday,
dent, said, "I thought they Mar. 5. This is thanks, in part,
were very good. I had never to a new partnership between
seen them before and they put ASUOP's Programming Com
on a really good show."
mittee and the Fox Theater.
Joan Martin, a Stockton res This partnership, Lehr ex
ident, agreed. "It's nice that
plained, will help launch
the school can manage to
"Stockton and Beyond."
bring such big name groups
Stockton and Beyond" is
as Reel Big Fish to its cam
a
plan
to bring UOP students
pus."
out into the Stockton commu
Diane Hatfield commented,
nity more often. Lehr added
"I've been to three concerts by that this will give students a
Reel Big Fish and this was a
chance to see more of Stock
high-energy performance. ton through activities such as
However,, there wasn't
attending events in a histori
enough room to dance in Faye cal building like the Fox The
Spanos." People were seated ater.
on both the first and second
The Programming Com
floors and the pit had been
mittee is working with Judy
lowered so people could
King, the director for this sea
dance in front of the stage.
son at the Fox Theater. When
Reel Big Fish was an exper
ASUOP approached King and
iment that Greg Lehr de
asked her if the theater would
scribed as "very positive...
like to be a part of "Stockton
We sold 480 tickets to students
and Beyond," King agreed.
and there were 880 people
Thus the partnership was cre
there—the rest were members ated.
of the Stockton community."
Tickets for the Third Eye
Wendy Kakuda noticed all Blind concert went on sale at
the different people at the the ASUOP
office on Feb. 4, as
concert. "I was surprised at
well as at the Fox Theate box
the mixture of people. I saw
office for the general public.
mostly college students, but Lehr
revealed that the Fox
there were some older people
sold out in the first day, while
who attended the show who
580 students bought the 600
looked like they were having
tickets ASUOP had. Lehr said
a good time."
they sold the extra 20 back to
Lehr explained that the the Fox.
Programming Committee
"People seem to think these
wanted to see if Faye Spanos shows occur by magic," Lehr
could handle a concert like commented.
Actually, it takes
this.
a lot of work because so many
"Reel Big Fish was the per decisions have to be made,
fect band for this venue. Fm such as "Will that tour bus fit
sure Faye Spanos hasn't heard into this parking place be
sounds like that since at least cause it looks too narrow,"
the 70s! We wanted to prac and "Where is the bus driver
tice there first and I think we going to sleep during the con
did a great job," Lehr con cert." Lehr explained that af
cluded.
ter Reel Big Fish finished their
When asked if there would concert Saturday night, they

lence," said their institution through a vari as the executive assistant to the
President
ety of volunteer programs and president. Prior to that, he was
Donald V. in building participation in an the director of development fo
DeRosa.
nual giving."
a co-educational boarding
"He
has
Meer earned a bachelor's de school, the Berkshire School,ir.
been partic gree from Williams College, western Massachusetts.
ularly effec where he was also the regional
He has also held positionsir
tive in re director of development and as Human Resources with the Na
connecting
sociate director for special gifts. tional Broadcasting Corp. and
alumni with
In 1994, Meer joined Whittier Pattern Corp.

Concert-goers enjoy the music of Reel Big Fish and Section H from the pit.

climbed back into their bus
and headed south for another
concert date.
Kelly Symonds added that
students are invited to be a
part of planning events for
University of the Pacific. One
opportunity.is to be a part of
the Homecoming Committee.
"We'd really like students to
come and voice their opinions
because that's what Home

coming is for. It's a student
event," she explained.
The committee meetings
will be held Feb. 24, March 2
and March 30, in the Spruce
Room in McCaffrey Center, 57 p.m. All students are wel
come to attend, Symonds
urged, but RSVPs have to be
given to Symonds by Feb. 22.
There will also be three for
eign films playing in the Mc

Caffrey Center Theater this se
mester. The names of those
films are not known at this
time.
Thanks to planning further
in advance and attention to
details, ASUOP's Program
ming Committee is helping to
provide students with more
entertainment than ever be
fore.
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Reel Big Fish are rockin' good news

MIKE
/™*NNT T«
««<^<,
.
IKE DET-1
LORENSO
H" saying, "I'll be a rock star

< .

teased the audience who stood show with the song "Take On
soon" led to illustrate their am in front of the stage screaming Me." The whole crowd sang
bitions of making it in the mu with enthusiasm. The entire along with this popular song.
sic industry. In an ironic twist, band was filled with electricity In their encore performance
the first song sung by the suc as they danced around the the "Rock Star" attire was trad
cessful "Reel Big Fish" saying, stage, yet they never missed a ed in for a superman outfit,
"I'll never be a rock star." This cue and always remained in complete with cape. "Reel Big
coincided with "Section H"'s perfect semblance. The Trom Fish" finished off the show
constant reminder of their CDs bonist gyrated on stage gener with their hit "Sell Out," end
and t-shirts for sell in the lobby ating energy that spilled over ing a thrilling evening leaving
in attempts to achieve their into the frenzied audience.
a lasting impression on UOP
"Rock Star" status.
"Reel Big Fish" ended their and all of those in attendance.
When "Reel Big Fish" took
to the stage the level of excite
ment went through the roof as
every member of the audience
rose to their feet to feel the in
tensity that the band brought
with them.
"Reel Big Fish" truly knew
how to cater to the crowd, with
their constant antics and their
incredible sense of humor, they
never lost the audience's atten
tion. The guitarist dressed in
his flashy "Rock Star" attire Section H opened for Reel Big Fish at a packed Faye Spanos

Quest Writer

Faye Spanos Concert Hall
was the place to be on Saturday
as Reel Big Fish" put on a hell
of a show, truly engaging and
energizing all those in atten
dance.
The concert was a sellout
success with UOP students.
UOP locals "Section H" were
first to take the stage, and
proved popular with the
eoung teenage members of the
crowd. After about a 45 minute
set with "Section H" the sound
problems were rectified and
the energy level was reaching a
boiling point.
As difficult as it was to open
up for a band such as "Reel Big
Fish," "Section H" stepped
into the spotlight and came out
with only a slight burn. One of
the last songs sang by "Section

Book Revipw

Environmentalists use sick puppies

LINDSAY CRIMES
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Senior Staff Writer
Sick Puppy

By: Carl Hiaasen
Random House, (1999)
Hardback $25.00,341 pages
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All Twilly could see of the litterbug was the man s shoulders
and the top of his head. To
Twilly, it seemed like an exceptionally large head, but possibly
this was an illusion caused by
the cowboy-style hat. Twilly
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A hilarious bit of humor, Sick Puppy makes for a good read.

doubted that an authentic cowboy would be caught dead in a
pearl-colored, fifty thousand
dollar, foreign-made SUV with
vanity tags that celebrated the
size of his testicles, in espanol.
Nor, Twilly thought, would a
true cowboy ever toss hamburg
er wrappers out the window.
No, that would be the work of a
garden-variety a-hole."
Meet Twilly Spree: an envi
ronmentalist extreme with a se
vere anger management prob
lem and a "brief but spectacular
history of psychological prob
lems." Willy is just the sort of
character who seems right at
home in Carl Hiaasen's newest
novel, "Sick Puppy," and these
thoughts are the type that fill
every page. This book is typical
Hiaasen variety hi-jinks with a
whole new tangle of riotous
characters. Along with this very
insistent environmentalist who
finds amusement and a good les
son in burying a certain litterbug's expensive convertible
sports cars under pounds of old
garbage, you will encounter
brummagem big-game hunters
(politically correct poachers),

politicians in mid-life crisis, and
one very special Labrador re
triever.
If you are an avid caretaker of
our environment with a quick
sarcastic humor who enjoys
bizarre individuals, this is the
book for you. Actually, this book
is for anyone who ascribes to any
of those three attributes or for the
reader who is looking for an ad
venturous comedy with a new
twist. With the help of Willy's vi
olent political statements (such
as blowing up oil-leaking jetskis), Sick Puppy is making quite
an effective ecological plea. Al
beit amidst gleeful entertain
ment, the message Hiaasen is
sending is actually well-founded
and quite clear.
Carl Hiaasen has written sev
en other novels, including "Na
tive Tongue" and "Strip Tease,"
and also writes a metropolitan
column for the Miami Herald.
This three-hundred and fortyone page sarcasm spree is a de
light, despite its somewhat acer
bic nature. Carl Hiaasen is at the
peak of his comic writing capa
bilities and has created some
See Book, page 10

Top Ten
Top Ten reasons the
year2000 has been a
bust so far
10. Beverly Hills, 90210
is STILL on the air!!!
9. Still haven't heard
"Tonight we're gonna
party like it's 2999"
8. The Rams won the
Super Bowl (sure makes
the XFL sound more
promising)
7. Stockton is not the
thriving nletropolis UOP
thought it would be by
this time
6. Modern technology
still has not found a way
to make "Blue Thunder"
fly like I want it to (sorry,
inside joke, won't
happen again!)
5. The Pacifican is still
not quite as big as the
USA Today is (maybe in a
few more years)
4. Popular music
(enough said)
3. Baseball players
aren't making billion
dollarsalaries yet
(c'mon.. you think they
don't deserve it?)
2. NASA still hasn't
apologized for promising
everyone "moon
vacations" by the year
2000
1. It just doesn't feel that
much different than
1999
Compiled by
Brad Franca

HOLLY CACCIAPACLIA

Senior Staff Writer

Beiing Mandarin and
Szechuen Cuisinp

1412 Rose Marie Lane
472-1940
Open Monday-Saturday
11:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
closed Sunday
Scale
onpg.

11.

In need of a fast lunch before
class, I was looking for a restau
rant close to campus when I
found Bejing Chinese Restau
rant. I saw their lunch time buffet
and knew it was the key to quick
eats. Their buffet is around five

dollars and offers a variety of our
Chinese favorites.
I started with wonton soup
(one of two soup choices)
eggrolls and foil chicken. Then I
sampled a little bit of everything,
including house chicken, beef
with broccoli, sweet and sour
pork, kungpao chicken, garlic
fried chicken, and of course fried
rice and chow mein. The buffet
also offers a vegetable mix.
Like any other buffet, Bejing's
is all-you-can-it. The servers are
very friendly, helping to bring
your plates to your table and re
fill your soda ($.75 with one free
refill). You pay for your meal up
at the counter and could fairly
.easily be in and out in 30 min

utes. For obvious reasons (the
simple fact it is a buffet), this
would be the best deal for those
of you who eat a lot. Although,
five dollars is a very decent price
to ensure ample variety and
stomach fulfillment for anyone.
The taste ranged from decent
to good. Fortunately the buffet
allows you re-fill up on the foods
you prefer after doing a personal
taste-test.
The restaurant is never too
crowded and the atmosphere is
comparable to other Chinese
restaurants in the area. It is noth
ing too impressive, but it's plen
ty comfortable to enjoy your
meal.
Of course one is not forced to

have the buffet when visitingBe was looking for in a quick, inex
jing's for lunch. Other dishes are pensive meal. I give them 3 chefs
available as lunch specials. The on atmosphere, 31/2 chefs of
lunch hours are from 11:00 a.m. taste, 5 chefs on speed, 5 chefs on
to 3:00 p.m.After 3 o'clock, a dol service, and 4 chefs on price for
lar is added to the lunch special an overall rating of 4 chefs.
prices. Your choices
range from chicken
chow mein to beef
with oyster sauce to
prawns a la Bejing.
Lunch
special
prices range from
$3.95 to $5 .95, re
spectively. Their
dinner dishes cover
the basics and
range in price from
$4.95..to $8.95. ,
Mandarin & Szchuen can be found off
D
ejmg was what I Pershing Ave. and Rose Marie Lane.

Oedipus Rex set to open a week from February 25
MOLLY RIDDLE

Guest Writer

I'm willing to guess that most
of you have heard of Sophocles'
play Oedipus Rex. Fewer of you
have actually read it and still
fewer actually enjoyed it. It
seems to hover near the top of
the "torture reading list" for

Book.

Continued from page 9
very memorable characters in
this latest attempt. Comically
speaking, "Sick Puppy's" plot
and prose splendidly live up to
its title. When combined with
Hiaasen's engaging dialogue
and bitter diatribes against the
environmentally unconscious,
they produce a fine novel and

H.VH

,
„
high school English teachers, frey
Ingman, of the theatre arts
but should it really be a "tor department, is staging an originally written as chorus
ture" to analyze this classic sto adapted version of the classic roles. These characters make
ry? I'm going to suggest that it story. This new adaptation the story much more interesting
doesn't have to be, if the story is places the story in the future fol and colorful. The changes in
characterization and setting
placed in the right context.
lowing a devastating apocalyp also allow a modern audience
Oedipus Rex is the timeless tic event. The city is in shambles
tale of a man, a king, who dis and the audience sees the story to more fully understand the
covers that everything he's ever unfold through characters with nature of the play.
Oedipus Rex is set to open on
known as truth is a fallacy. Jef specific identities that were
Friday, February 25 at 8 p.m. in

evidence of a gifted writer. Your
copy is available on the new
hardback bestseller list at your
local bookshop - enjoy and let us
know what you think on The
Pacifican web site.

Drive Thru Espresso

[SAN FELIPE*
GRILL
Whole RoHsserie Chicken
w/Beons, Rice, Salsa & Torhlios

Famous Fresh Fish Tocos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
' Grilled GarliccPri
Prawns
Black Beans
CarneAsada {grilled sieokj
'Camifas (roast pork)
All Natural Beef & Pork
Answer to
King Crossword

Our livestock is led the purest
natural feeds.
We use only 100% cartels oil, not
hydrogenated. 50% lower in saturated fat
than soybean oil, peanut, or olive oil

Catering Now Available!

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.

(one block south of March Lane)

+

the DeMarcus Brown Studic
Theatre. The show will thei
continue February 26, March!
and 4at 8 p.m. and February 27
March 5 at 5 p.m. Tickets are $1<
for general admission and S:
for UOP students, staff and fac
ulty. For ticket informatioi
please contact the UOP box of
fice at 946-2UOP.

46 YEARS of QUALITY

"Mannft"

6u'A
o/vua m

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

Stockton's Favorite Hamburger
From Ills Ranch lo us.
100% Ground Fresh Chuck
The Livestock Is fed the purest, natural teeds.
Feed List Available

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from the Rone

Rotisserie Chicken

(209) 474-7470

1000 W. Robin hood Dr.
At Pacific
Live Practice OfletS!

Buy one Large Pizza at menu price
Get 2nd Large One Topping Pizza for $5.00

with Fresh Herbs

New to our store:

Barbequed Beef Sandwich

Wonderfully fresh
Baked Goods

from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast ofTurkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Blue Pacific Oysters
Fish Sandwich
Oysters & Chips
Oyster Sandwich
Wipicy Tartar Sauce

Steamed Artichokes
Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
We use only 100% Canola Oil,
NOT hydrogenattd. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil,

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA. Discmvr &M<t<trr£Ar£

Come and try one today
A1V

"/txvtiHE its t orn:*: time"

^%

Come enjoy the finesl
SMOOTHIES in towr
with the widest array
of supplements

2233 Grand Canal Blvd. Ste.102
Stockton, CA 95207
PHONE: 209.952.JAVA
FAX: 209.476.1633
Call 952.JAVA for a schedule of live music.
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Movie Review

'Snow Day' warms your heart
STEPHANIE DODSON
Staff Writer

Snow Day
Starring; Chevy Chase,
Chris Elliott, and Mark
Webber.
Director: Chris Koch
Rated: PG
,-A_, _/C,
See scale at
h\

Z-A right.

I'm sure every UOP student
has woken up and wished
that school was canceled due
to snow. Unfortunately not
many of us^local Californians,
have ever experienced a snow
day. Now is your chance to ex
perience the snowball fights,
ice skating and magical events
of a "Snow Day," with help
from the Brandston family.
After a streak of unusually
warm weather in Syracuse,
New
York,
Tom
Brandston(Chevy Chase) is
the first local weather man to
detect the snow storm. Al
though that doesn't stop
Tom s rival meteorologist,
Chad Symmonz (John Schnei
der), from taking all the cred
it.
The snow storm completely
covers the city in one night
and supplies Tom's family
with a much desired day off
from school. His 10-year-old
daughter Natalie (Zena Grey),
has been dreaming of this day
all winter while his worka
holic wife Laura (Jean Smart)
has been dreading it.
His son Hal (Mark Webber),
has been dreaming about
Claire Bonner (Emmanuelle
Chriqui), the most sought af
ter girl in High School. When
Hal finds Claire's ankle
bracelet, he thinks it is a sign
that he is supposed to confess
his love for her.
With help from his best
friend Lane (Schuyler Fisk),
he is determined to get his
dream girl. The problem is
Claire's ex-boyfriend, Chuck
(David Paetkau) won't let Hal
anywhere near her. Which is
ine with Lane because she
has a crush on Hal.
Natalie and her friends are
enjoying their day off from
school until they hear the horri ic sound of Snowplow®an's (Chris Elliot), snowPlow. There is a legend that
e chains on his tires were
"jade from the braces of dead
he's ran over with his

truck. Natalie vows to stop
Snowplowman's evil plot to
clear the roads, thus creating a
second consecutive snow day.
The film tries to appeal to a
wide range of ages with its
family-oriented storyline.
However, the under 12 bunch
will find the story more ap
pealing and funny than adults
will.
Mark Webber and Schuyler
Fisk are cute together and are
believable in their roles.

These young actors have ma
jor potential. Chevy Chase,
who is famous for his Nation
al Lampoon Films, is a little
dry in the role of Tom. His hu
mor relies too much on his
crazy outfits and clumsy ac
tions. "Snow Day" is a lighthearted film that will have
you dreaming about snow
falling in Stockton. After all
according to Natalie, "any
thing can happen on a snow
day."
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Value scale for ratings
$$$$$ = Classic
$$$$ = Fabulous
$$$ = Good
$$ = Fair
$ = It sucked
S o a p

U p d a t e s

All My Children
Leo will warn Paolo to tell no
one of their connection. Later,
Paolo will begin to integrate
himself with Marian as part of
the plan to break up her mar
riage to Stuart. Alex will lean on
Edmund when she tells Joe she
once killed a man.

Days of Our Lives
Vivian and Philip will strike
an unholy alliance to get Kate
out of Victor's life. Rolf and Bart
will eavesdrop on Bo's plan on
the Paris flight. Hope will sense
trouble for her family. Rolf will
test John's memories of his past.

Chevy Chase, star of"Snow Day," will have you wishing for snow.

C K H E B Y V S P M J H E B Y
V T Q O L I w G D B Y W T R P
MK I F D B H Y W U S Q O M K
I F R D B E I Z X w T U S Q O
N,K L A W S S L J Y H H F D C
A Y W L L L K U V L T S G Q P
N L K A I G E E o I

I H O I F

E C N A T K R S B M P Z D Y F
WD T V T U

&U

S A D A D R Q

P N U M E L J o B F I N N H F
E D G D R I B H R E N N A C S
Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in ail directions
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
And dog
And mouse
Bird
Burglar

Family
Fight
Gut
House

Island
Litter
Scanner
Skill

©2000 King Features, Inc.

Tails
Walk
Whiskers

General Hospital
Bobbie will confirm to Sonny
that he fathered Carly's child.
Edward will fail to get Sonny to
give up his rights to Carly's baby.
Stephan's notes will lead Luke
and Felicia to Lucky's old
bunker.

The Young and
the Restless
Diane will consider how to re
trieve Victor's sperm specimens.
Meanwhile, Chris will feel in
creasingly anxious about Victo
ria's plan to deal with the stalk
er on her own. Victor will plan to
make Brad pay for getting in
volved with Nikki.

Horoscopes
ARIES
(March 21 to April19)
People seem to be draggingtheir
feet in making a decision involving
a loan, a job, a house or another cur
rent event in your life. Be patient.
TAURUS
(April 20 to May 20)
Someone may call you stubborn,
but your bullish determination to
stick with your instinct is right on
the mark Stick with your decision.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
This is the time you've been
waiting for to put some of your
plans in motion. Positive action also
benefits your sometimes-neglected
relationships with family and
friends.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A piece of property becomes the
center of a distressing dispute with
a loved one. An outsider offers ad
vice. Be flexible in making your de
cision.
LEO
(July 23to August 22)
You might have to choose be
tween repaying a loan that's longoverdue or los making a friend
who's been close to you for many
years.
VIRGO
(August 23 to September 22)
A longtime relationship will
wind up on the endangered species
list unless you're willing to work
hard to save it.

LIBRA
(September 23to October 22)
A changein your work status
leaves you feeling unappreciated.
But it would be wiser to see how
things develop before taking drastic
action.
SCORPIO
(October 23to November 21)
Stop hibernating and get out
more. Being with people you like
brings light and warmth back into
your life.
SAGITTARIUS
(November 22 to December 21)
Playing games with someone
else's emotions isn't appreciated.
What you see as playful teasingis
perceived as painful evasion.
CAPRICORN
(December 22 to January 19)
Someone brings painful re
minders of a tragic loss. It'll be diffi
cult, but you need to face the unre
solved questions about the past.
AQUARIUS
(January 20 to February18)
A message carries the promise of
new or renewed romance. A health
report bringsgood news about a
loved one.
PISCES
(February 19 to March 20)
There's a tendency to spread
yourself too thin when trying to
meet all the demandson your good
nature. Focuson a few worthy ef
forts instead of trying to please
everyone.
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List your event in The Pacifican's calendar FREE Call Carol at 946-2115 and leave details of your event.

Campus

February 18
My Best Friend's Wedding @
8:00 p.m. in Mc Caffery Center
Theater - Free with UOP ID
February 19
ASUOP ski trip to Kirkwood
$33 at ASUOP and $19 for
rental
Leave UOP @ 5:45 a.m. Return 5 p.m.
February 25 - 27
Run Lola Run @ 8:00 p.m. in
Mc Caffery Center Theater Free with UOP ID
February 28
ASUOP Campaign period
begins
March 28
Voting at UOP Ubrary (9:00 a.m.
to 12:00 p.m.)
and South Campus Lawn (1:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.)

Stockton Arts Commission pre
sents a Poet's Comer reading in
Morris Chapel at 7 p.m.
FREE - For more information,
call Humphreys @951-7014
March 26
Stockton Arts Commission pre
sents a Poet's Comer reading in
Morris Chapel at 7 p.m. featuring
Richard Rios 7:00 p.m.
FREE - For more information,
call Humphreys @951-7014
April 9
Stockton Arts Commission pre
sents a Poet's Comer reading in
Morris Chapel at 7 p.m. featuring
Jeremy Ginoza, Loretta
McKeever and William Van
Fields
FREE - For more information,
call Humphreys @ 951-7014

March 29
Voting at Pharmacy School (8:45
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.)
Elbert Covell Dining Hall (4:00
p.m. top 7:00 p.m.)
March 30
Voting at McCaffery Center (9:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.)
Grace Covell Dining Hall (4:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.m.)
Local

February 22
The Stockton's Republican
Women's Club presents Randy
Thomasson and Jerry Smith
6 p.m. @ Radisson Hotel
For reservations, call 951-9221
February 25

April 30
Stockton Arts Commission pre
sents a Poet's Comer reading in
Morris Chapel at 7 p.m. Paula
Sheil award winning poet will be
featured
FREE - For more information,
call Humphreys @ 951-7014
Movies

February 25
Reindeer Games
(Demension)
Music

February 25
The Lodi Arts Commission pre
sents The Quintet of the Hot
Club of San Francisco, at Kirst
Hall at Hutchins Street Square
at 8:00 p.m.
$12/person $5/ student
March 3
The Lodi Arts Commission pre
sents Paula West, at Kirst Hall
at Hutchins Street Square at

Classifieds
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Students earn $375/$575 weekly
processing /assembling medical
I.D. cards in your home.
Experience unnecessary...we
train you! Call MediCard 1-541386-5290, ext.300.
FITNESS
We are seeking future fitness
professionals who want to jump
start their careers. Must be CPR
certified or willing to become cer
tified. Send resume to Linda at
1016 E. Bianchi St. A23
Stockton, Ca 95210.
Room for rent located in
Brookside. Gated community w/
water access. 4 bedroom/3 bath.
1 room for rent w/ a private bath
downstairs. $ 450/month
includes utilities Call David at
406-6689.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST for the
New Millenium!! Natural,
Guaranteed & Dr.
Recommended!! Shop online
www.energynhealth.com 1-888256-5539.
Camp Counselors Needed
UOP's Pacific Family Camp is
hiring camp counselors, a life
guard, a tennis instructor, a vol
leyball instructor, & a photograph
er. Spend your summer at the
beautiful Feather River Inn. For
more info, call Elizabeth Barnett
@ 530-836-2623 or stop by the
alumni office, 5th floor of Burns
Tower.
Camp Counselors: Youth exper
& refs. Roughing It Day Camp
(SF East Bay). 925-283-3795/
jobs@roughingit.com.

8:00 p.m.
$12/person $5/student
March 5
Third Eye Blind
Fox Theatre @ 7:30 p.m.
for tickets call 464-4369
Theater

February 25
8:00 p.m.
February 26 & M
March 3-4
@8:00 p.m.
February 27 & March 5
S4
@ 5:00 p.m.

De Marcus Brown Studio
Theater
Oedipus Rex
Tickets are $10/general admis
sion $5/students
April 13-16
The Beggar's Opera by John
Gayi in Long Theater

lost
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Program Sites;
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Chile,

Earn extra credits

China, Costa Rica, Denmark,

See another country

Dominican Republic, Egypt,

Valuable experience

England, France, Germany,

Learn a language

Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico,

Meet new people

Netherlands, Russia, South Africa,

Broaden your horizons

Spain, Switzerland,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey

Stop by the Study Abroad office in Bechtel
Center for application deadlines and information
about summer programs. Hurry: Deadline for
Summer is March 1, 2000.

International programs and Services
©eehtel Center, University of the Pacific
Study flbroad Office
Phone: 946-2592
E-mail: ips@uop.edu

Study Abroad Summer 2000
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Baseball

Spring training is complicated by rain and schedule
JOSH MONTERO
Senior Staff Writer

For the Pacific hardball
squad, this season is one of
some uncertainty without
On a rare day of sun star hurtler darrin Moore.
amidst the wind, rain and However, the Tigers do re
fog, one might think basket turn seven seniors and eight
ball season is approaching. juniors for a strong cast of
Wait, check that, it is time for veteran leadership. Despite
baseball. The soggy world of a sub .500 winning percent
pre-season college baseball age (.470), current Pacific
that is.
head coach Quincey Noble
boasts the fourth
best career winning
percentage in pro
gram history with a
221-249 mark.
Last season the
Tigers enjoyed some
success posting win
ning records both
overall (32-24) and
in the Big West Con
ference
(17-13),
sweeping four early
season series before
a mid season 3-8
slide cooled their
progress a bit. The
Tigers also posted a
4-5 record against
No. 22 Long Beach
State, No. 7 Fullerton State, and No. 6
Stanford.
This season the
Tigers will see plenty more of the 49ers
Senior Steve Fischer had four strikeouts, and Titans with both

Long Beach State and Fullerton State residing in the Big
West. Off to a quick start, Pa
cific holds strong to a 5-1
record with their .833 win
ning percentage currently
tops in the conference. Al
ready the Tigers have posted
three shutouts in their five
wins and surrender on aver
age just over three runs per
game while plating nearly six
themselves.
With ten of their next
eleven games at home (where
Pacific went 16-12 last sea
son), the Tigers have the po
tential to get it going early on
in the season and fire into Big
West play with some fire and
momentum.
With 18 of their last 34
games of the season coming
against Long Beach State,
Fullerton State, and Nevada
(who Pacific was a combined
4-8 against last season), they
will likely need it.
Pacific baseball fans can
catch the team in action this
week on Thursday and Fri
day at 7 p.m. as the Tigers
play host to Stanislaus State
from the Mud Pit, Billy
Hebert Field (Stockton's
equivalent to the Frozen Tun
dra).
Tuesday, the Tigers will

I

I

Infielder Rick Morton has a .476 batting average this season.

1

H O L I D A Y

C I N E M A955-5680
8

6262 West lane

—=—
Bargain Matinees in ()
A
Advance Ticket Sales
—— Available at the Box Office

The Whole Nine Yards - R

C51
JL
P

Daily: (2:20,4:55) 7:40,10:10
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:50)

University of California/ Riverside
and California State University\
Northridge have accepted
invitations to Join the Big West
Conference beginning July 1, 2001.

The Intramural depart
ment had a very eventful
week. The basketball season
is now in full swing and
there are games going on in
the Main Gym Sunday
through Thursday every
night. Come by and check
out the excitement and cheer
on your friends.
The 3 V 3 indoor soccer
tournament held last Satur
day was a huge success.
Even though it was a new
event, sixteen teams partici
pated in three leagues. Win
ning the Men's A division
was 2YK. After a scoreless
game until both teams
scored goals in the last min
utes of regulation play, 2YK

ended up defeating WACO
in overtime with penalty
kicks. THE ANYTHING
won the Men's B division
and the HAWAII CLUB
came out on top of the
Women's division.
Remember to get your en
tries turned in for Bowling, 3
V 3 Super Hoops Basketball,
(sponsored
by
efollett.com)and 7 V 7 Out
door Soccer. The deadline to
enter these three events is
Feb. 22 at 3:00 p.m. in the In
tramural Office. Entry forms
are available in the Main
Gym or residence halls. If
you have any questions call
the Intramural office at 9462716.

Hanging Up - PG13 **no passes*

1

Daily: (1:55,2:25,4:20,4:45)
7:15,7:45,9:35,10:05
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:35,12:05)

TheTigger Movie - G *»noPi
Daily: (3:00,5:00) 7:05
Early Show Fri-Sun: (10:55,12:55)

Scream 3 - R
Daily: (2:15.4:50) 7:35,10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:30)

Girl Interrupted - R
Daily: 9:15 pm

Down ToYou - PG 13
Daily: 9:30 pm

The Hurricane - R
Daily: 7:00,9:55

Galaxy Quest - PG
Daily: (2:00,4:30)
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:40)

Stuart Little - PG
Daily: (1:50,4:25) 6:55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

The Green Mile - R
Daily: 7:30 pm

Toy Story 2 -G
Daily: (2:10,4:40)
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:4S)

HvYhursJ^n^n^
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Player Profilp

Young Johnson makes impact
BRET BARRIE

came last Sunday in a 77-57 points and 12 rebounds per
manhandling of visiting Cal game and was named the AllPoly. In 28 minutes of action,
For those who frequently at Johnson recorded her first career Oakland Athletic League Most
tend Pacific women's basketball double-double, tallying career- Valuable Player. She was also
games, the Ahsha Johnson highs with 16 points and 11 re named to the All-Metro team.
cheering section is always the bounds. The Tigers had dropped Her junior season wasn't too
center of attention in the Spanos three of their previous four shabby either, as she averaged
12.1 points and 10.1 rebounds
Center. With their loud and tan games before Sunday's outing.
per contest.
talizing behavior, Johnson's sup
Although Sunday's game
That's not a bad resume, con
porters make Tigers' opponents was Johnson's best statistical
sidering
that Johnson has only
feel as uncomfortable as Jeff game, she still doesn't consider it
played
basketball
for five years
cordon would be driving a her best.
now. Most would consider John
Ford.
"My knees were really hurt
As if her cheering section isn't ing," she said. "I think my first son at a disadvantage, and she
intimidating enough, Johnson's games (were the best) when I agrees, but she isn't about to let it
on-the-court antics have given started. Yesterday was just an al stop her.
"I can run up and down the
Sherry Murrell's team some right game."
court
and do everything the rest
thing to hoot and holler about
For much of the season, John of the others can," she said. "But
this season.
son has been hampered by ten
Since being thrown into the dinitis in her right knee, severely there are different parts I don't
starting lineup four games into limiting her practice time and know, like learning how to play
the season, the freshman has causing her to play limited min dirty and stuff. A lot of the girls
know how to do that, but that
emerged as one of the key com utes in games.
just
comes with playing and
ponents to the women's basket
Many players aren't as accus gaining more experience."
ball team, averaging 8.3 points tomed to winning as Johnson is,
For someone with the accom
per game and 4.7 rebounds per and it's understandable to see
plishments
and potential of
contest. Also, she currently leads why. In her three years of varsity
Johnson,
there
were a number of
the 13-8 Tigers in shooting per basketball at Castlemont High
centage at 57 percent from the School in Oakland, she led her different colleges she could have
picked from. Yet, she chose to
field.
team to a combined 73-10 stay close to home and attend
She s made a significant im record.
Pacific.
pact in our post play," Murrell
I think she definitely does
My decision on coming here
said. "As far as being a fresh something to us in the post
was
when I met coach Murrell,"
man, she's been able to step up. area," Murrell said. "She has
Johnson
said. "I could tell she
Her field goal percentage has raised our level of play and
was
a
really
good coach, and
been increasingand she gives us that's for sure."
also I wanted a female coach be
numbers every game."
In her senior prep season, the
Johnson's biggest impact 5-foot-ll Johnson averaged 16 cause all of my other coaches
were men."
Staff Writer

Men's Lacmw

Pacific salts the Slugs
THE PACIFICAN

Pacific opened its 2000
WCLL schedule with a 21-5
win over a spirited divisional
opponent the UC Santa Cruz
Banana Slugs . The Tiger of
fense controlled the ball for the
majority of the game, dictating
possession for extended peri
ods of time.
Pacific's scoring was led by
its attack trio, juniors Eric Chen
and Shannon Dynge, and se
nior John Dills, who combined
for an impressive 22 shots, 9
goals, and 5 assists. Tiger cap
tains Jeff Lum (4 goals / 2 as
sists) and Garrett Lumley (1
Goal) made significant contri
butions from the midfield in
limited playing time. Tiger
freshmen midfielders Nick
Campbell (1 goal) and Joe Kellar (2 goals) scored in their first
league game. Kellar had the

Slugs on their heels winning 8
face-offs, and playing aggres
sive and physical lacrosse.
"We had a very encouraging
and exciting win to start the
season, but we have many
kinks to work out on our way
to becoming a serious con
tender for the division title this
year. We are off to a nice start,
regardless,"
commented
Coach Andy Snaider after the
victory.
Pacific's games against San
ta Clara and USC were rained
out this weekend, and resched
uled for later this Spring. The
Tigers will see action next
against a formidable UC Davis
Aggie squad next Wednesday
night, Feb. 23, in Davis at 7
p.m. Pacific Lacrosse is contin
ually recruiting new players of
all experience levels. Please
contact Coach Andy Snaider at
464-2171 for more information.

Ahsha Johnson had a career high 16 points against Cal Poly.
Most freshmen come to col
lege expecting to sit the bench
for a year or two and maybe get
into a blowout game here or
there. However, not Johnson.
She expected to come in and
play an immediate role in the re
shaping of the women's basket
ball team.
"I didn't know about start
ing," said Johnson, who is yet to
decide a major. "But my coach
told me if I played hard I would
make a big impact on the team."
Although Johnson got a late
start into the game of basketball,
she wouldn't have started at all

if it weren't for her family espe
cially her father Kevin.
"My family is really support
ive, and it's great," Johnson said.
"I definitely wouldn't have
played (basketball) if it weren't
for my dad. I hated basketball
when I was growing up, so ht
has definitely played a big role
in my life."
Although Jeff Gordon will
probably never sign with Ford,
faithful Pacific fans can still ex
pect to see Ahsha Johnson's
rooting section tantalizing
Tigers' opponentsfor three more
years to come.

BORED with campHS LIFE 7
' '

Every Tuesday 6-11p.m.
Food and Drink Specials
. j
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Join us for South Park
Wednesday Nights at 10 p.m.

157 W.Adams St.
209.464.2739

www.valleybrew.com

M. Basketball!_

Continued from page 16
ev en

a pack of Wolves are no match for a gang
of riled up Tigers.
Pacific built up an eight point lead in the first
naif on the strength of .409 shooting and a su
perb 10-10 team effort from the free-throw line,
i he Wolfpack did fight their way back to with
in four with around three minutes left in the
game, but the Tigers were just too dominant
and managed to slam the door shut.
Pacific outscored Nevada 26-10 in the paint,
converted on 13 second chance points to the
v\olfpack s five, and generated 16 points off
Nevada turnovers. The Tigers also held a 34-24
edge in the rebounding department, and made
24 free-throws while Nevada attempted just 18.
netting it done for Pacific was Preston who
scored a game-high 11 points and was among
a trio of Tigers leading the team with five
boards. Also in double figures was Mike Hahn
with ten points, who along with Barry Marvel
round out the trio with five boards.
The 10-12 (5-5) Tigers will be back home in
action this Thursday at 5 p.m. to host Long
Beach State in a game to be broadcast on Fox
Sports Bay Area.
Mike Hahn scored double figures against Nevada

Pacific Athletic
Schedule
Thursday 2/17/00
Baseball vs. Cal State Stanis
laus
Billy Hebert Field, 7 p.m.

Friday 2/18/00
Baseball vs. Cal State Stanislaus
Billy Hebert Field, 7 p.m.

Sunday 2/20/00
Men's Volleyball vs. Loyola
Marymount
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

Thursday 2/17/00
Men's Basketball vs. Long
Beach State
Spanos Center, 5 p.m.

Friday 2/18/00
Men's Volleyball vs. Pepperdine
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

Wednesday 2/23/00
Men's Volleyball vs. UC
Irvine
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

Friday 2/18/00
Men s Tennis vs. New Mexi
co State
Nelson Tennis Center, 4 p.m.

Saturday 2/19/00
Men's Tennis vs. Nevada
Nelson Tennis Center, 1 p.m.

Thursday 2/24/00
Men's Basketball vs. UC
Irvine
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

Sideline

Continued from page 16
Be lamented. It seems that
everybody forgot to mention the
enormous physical harm that is
related to this perilous winter
sports. I am truly lame, not in
the sense of being unskilled (al
though also true) but in the
sense that if I were a horse,
tanner John would be going for
Dm,(ram I
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dogs.
Props
To coach Sherri Murrell for
her effective pep talk that turned
around the women's basketball
team. To Lynn King, our newest
Tiger. To coach Ted Balmer for
inviting me to Hawaii with the
golf team. To The Matadors and
The Highlanders for joining the
Big West and providing me with
years of laughter and kilt jokes.

Compiled by Benjamin Starr

Kris

XOCHIMLCO
CAFE

S°uth

the shotgun and calling the glue
company. I can barely use my
arms and stumble around
dazed and limping.
This trauma has given me
new respect for the hardwork
ing athletes at Pacific who have
to deal with, what I consider de
bilitating, muscle soreness on a.
daily basis. But then again, they
have
physical
therapy,
whirlpools and trainers. Lucky

• Men's Volleyball •
It's two in a row for the men's volleyball team as they im
proved to 5-7 on the season with a 15-5,15-6,15-12 win over
the UCSanta Cruz Banana Slugs on Wednesday, February 9, in
Santa Cruz, CA.
Junior outside hitter Vladimir Andric led Pacific's offense
with a team-high 12 kills and .409 (12-3-22) hitting percentage.
Andric also earned a career-high five block solos. He finished
the match with seven total block assists, as Pacific out-blocked
UC Santa Cruz 14.5-6.5. Pacific ended the match with six play
ers having two or more blocks.
Senior middle hitter Darrell Dilmore added eight kills and
three blocks. Freshman Christopher Tamas and senior Rigel
Painter shared the setting duties, with 18 and 14 assists, re
spectively.
• Men's Swimming •
Sometimes even the best of us have a bad day.
The men's swimming team suffered a 153-99 dual meet de
feat at California on Wednesday February 9.
Jarrod Cruzat earned Pacific's only first place individual fin
ish with a time of 1:55.97 in the 200 backstroke. The only other
races in which a Tiger was able to even finish in front of a Cal
Bear were Piotr Florczyk's third place finish in the 1650
freestyle, and Matt Smart's second place finish in the 100
freestyle.
It's pressure time for Pacific as their team is next in action at
the Big West Conference Championships February 17-19, at
Belmont Plaza.
• Women's Tennis •
Ranked No. 72 in the country and facing UC Irvine, the
women's tennis team fell to 3-3 overall (1-1Big West) with a 63 loss at No. 58 UC Irvine on Sunday, February 13.
The Tigers received singles victories from Susanne Bertel (64,7-6) at the No.1 position and Anouk Sinnige (6-2,6-2) at the
No. 3 position. Bertel and Sinnige combined to record the
Tigers' lone doubles victory, 8-4 over Maureen Diaz and Natal
ie Exon, at the No. 2 position.
Pacific is next in action with a neutral site match against
Portland on Feb. 25, at 12 p.m. at Seattle, Washington.
• Raining on our Parade •
The women's tennis match against UC Santa Barbara on
Saturday, February 12, the baseball teams non-conference doubleheader against Utah, scheduled for Sunday, February13,
and the softball team's entire three-game Big West Conference
series at UC Santa Barbara February 12-13 were all postponed
due to the heavy rain that California has been hit with recently.
The women's tennis match was tentatively rescheduled for
March 12. The baseball teams games will not be rescheduled,
and no makeup details have been announced for the softball
team.

462-3784

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.
856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128

Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pm
Closed Sunday
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izza

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA
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I (1 Block From 1-5)
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Ailing Tigers look for cure on court Tl
JOSH MONTERO

a

Senior Staff Writer

*A

X

IEMILY DAVIDSON

Sports Editor
sports@thepacifican.com

Wild Wild Big West
The Big West Conference is
loosing Nevada after this season
and instead we have signed...
drum roll please ... Cal State
Northridge and UC Riverside.
That's right kids, we are now
going to vie for world domina
tion against the all-so menacing
Northridge Matadors and the
Riverside Highlanders whose
mascot is some kind of rabid
bear in a kilt. A man in sequined
knickers and knee socks. A griz
zly in a plaid skirt. What is this
league coming to? It's almost as
bad as Stanford's tree-on-drugs
mascot.
It will be UC Riverside's first
year as a Division I school,
which means that we have a
pretty good chance at beating
them. But Northridge has been
decent in the Big Sky Confer
ence and may prove a greater
challenge. Their men's basket
ball program is boasting a 14-7
overall record. Not bad for a
school located on a major fault
line.
King's New Court
Welcome to Lynn King,
UOP's next Athletic Director.
Best wishes to the new Tiger.
Very Badly Hurt
Being the adventuresome
sports editor that I can some
times pretend to be, I decided
to try snowboarding last week
end in Bear Valley. Needless to
say, the day ended in disaster. I
basically just tumbled down the
slopes,
hitting
rocks/trees/small children, all
morning before discovering that
a sense of balance is crucial to
success.
It is how I feel now that is to
See Sideline, page IS

At 3-4 in Big West play, the
last thing the Tigers wanted to
see was the Nation's No. 12
team, UC Santa Barara, winners
of over 40 consecutive confer
ence games, coming into town.
Or maybe they did.
The only two games during
the Big West season where the
Gauchos were even tested last
season were their two meetings
with Pacific. Add to that the im
provements in this year's Tigers
over last season's, and Stockton
was all ready to be re-named
Upset City.
When the game got under
way, it took just 27 seconds for
the Tigers to find themselves
down 0-4, and 3:03 for the Gau
chos to run their lead to10-2. The
Tigers held the potent Gaucho
offense to just 32 in the first half.
However, by only scoring 19, Pa
cific faced the second half with
quite a mountain to climb.
The Tigers were looking for
any kind of offense they could
find to start the second half. Af
ter starting the second stanza
with a 6-2 run, and pulling to
within nine (27-36) on a Selena
Ho layup, it looked as if the
Tigers just may have found their
stroke.
For much of the middle ten or
eleven minutes of the half Pacif
ic's game broke down complete
ly. The Gauchos took control and

Dolinda Meeker soared against league opponent Cal Poly.
racked up 40 points in the paint
Leading the way statistically
and another 22 on the break.
for the Tigers was center Millie
Though the Tigers fell to the Kimpton with 15 points and 12
Gauchos 69-59, there were some boards. Sophomore guard Ho
positives to be recognized. Pacif also scored a team-high 19
ic held UC Santa Barbara to 13 points.
fewer points than their season
"I question our heart," said
per game average, forced 26 Pacific head coach Sherri Murturnovers, and out-stole the rell. "Last year's team, they were
Gauchos 8-7. One thing neither just fired up about this game."
team excelled in was shooting
Now at 12-8 (3-5 Big West),
freebies.
there is just about nothing the
"This was an outstanding free Tigers could have used more
throw defense game," said cur than a game with 6-14 (2-6BWC)
rent Santa Barbara and former Cal Poly, and Sunday afternoon
Pacific coach Mark French.
that's just what they got.

"You have to go to the di—
and get your heart checked.!
said Murrell. "We got soirTa
medicine and hopefully we'rl^
cured."
Things seemed good from the1111
get-go when Ho led off the gamel °u
hitting a deep trey, and Pacific Cc
kept the offense rolling until an CO
other Ho three-pointer madeii
21-8 with 7:00 left in the first halt
In what hasbecome the unfortu
nate trend in recent weeks, the
Tigers began to get too loose, toe
comfortable, and began t:
cough up the ball and play
matador defense. Ole!
The second half was mo
the same, Pacific shootin
from the floor, .500 from
range and basically putting
clinic at the Mustang's e
Things were just about t
as the Tigers steamrolled
Cal Poly 77-57 to improve to 138 (4-5 BWC).
After blowing up for a career
high 16 points, and career high
tying 11 boards, freshman
Ahsha Johnson said that she
"wasn't having a lot of fun ...I
was letting my knees and my
body get to me and it wasn't fun,
so now I'm just playing and do
ing it and trying to have fun."
This weekend is big for the
Tigers who hope to at least
maintain their third placespot in
the Big West's Western Division
and secure a good seeding for
the Big West Conference Tour
nament .

Mixed results from weekend
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

Just sit right back and you'll
hear a tale, a tale of a.long road
trip. It ended up at Long Beach
State where the 'Niners sank
Pacific's ship.
Unlike Gilligan's Island, last
Thursday's visit to Long Beach
State was anything but slapf stick and laugh tracks. What
|awaited the Tigers was more
|like ambush by the natives.
§- The 49ers went into the game
3 a perfect 8-0 in Big West play
Clay McKnight was scoreless, and had no intentions of letting

Pacific create their first blem
ish.
The Tigers played a solid
first half, leading by as many as
six points before surrendering
14 straight to the 49ers, six to
end the first half, and another
eight to start the second. In the
second half, Long Beach State
shot a made-for-TV .692 from
the floor as a team, outscoring
Pacific 43-31 in the half to wrap
up the 78-63 victory.
Captaining the Tigers' ship
was Pete Heizer who poured
in a team-high 17 points on 4-6
shooting and a 7-8 night from

the line. Mike Preston was th<
only other Tiger in double fig
ures with a dozen points
Sharpshooter Clay McKnigh
was held scoreless on a painfr
0-6 night from the floor. Th
loss dropped Pacific's record t
9-12 (4-5 Big West).
Fortunately the Tigers' mai
aged to make it back hon
without drowning, and wai
ing at the Spanos Center
greet them were the lowly
15 Nevada Wolfpack. Pacii
basketball fans got to see fb
hand on Saturday night th
See M. Basketball, page

